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Preparing for the Unexpected Emergency…
Quality
Statement

Water Management
is committed to
maintaining high
customer
satisfaction with its
innovative water
efficiency programs.
We will propose
products and
services that are “fit
for use” and that
will set the standard
for quality and value
in water efficiency.
We strive to be
world class in every
aspect of water
efficiency by
fostering a culture
of honesty,
openness, mutual
respect and
teamwork.
Water Management
understands the
necessity of
continual
improvement (both
as a company and as
individuals) to keep
us at the forefront
of water
conservation and to
exceed customer
expectations.

Are you feeling faint, or having shortness of breath? Lucky for you, we now
have 19 employees certified in CPR/First Aid! This month, we held a
CPR/First Aid class in our Alexandria office. Training was provided by a
certified Emergency First Responder who had years of experience in
Emergency Room situations. In addition to learning about when and how to
use CPR, we also learned how to operate an AED (automated external
defibrillator). Most AED’s now have voice instructions that talk you through
each step of the process. CPR is still needed in conjunction with an AED, as
once the heart is shocked, CPR compressions can keep blood flowing to the
brain.
We also learned how to recognize a stroke using the FAST method:

Face drooping: Ask the person to smile – is their smile uneven?
Arm weakness: Ask person to raise both arms – can they hold both arms
straight out?

Speech Difficulty: Is speech slurred? Ask person to repeat a simple sentence.
Time to call 911: If someone shows any ONE of these symptoms, even if
symptoms go away, call 911. Check the time so you know when symptoms
first appeared. This information is important and can affect treatment
decisions. Minutes count in getting immediate treatment to prevent brain
damage.
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We also heard real-life stories of medical mishaps that will stay with us and ensure that we don’t make the same
mistakes. For instance, we all know compression is needed for certain injuries and sprains, but always make sure
blood flow is getting to the extremities that are past the compression area. Also, don’t assume someone is dead
because they have no heartbeat. If you want to know the rest of the story, ask one of our newly certified
employees!

Accounting Department
As David Bowie would say: “Ch-ch-ch-changes”….. With the recent departure of Maya Jones, our dedicated
employees have stepped up to fill in the gaps. Maya is still coming in on Saturdays to help out, but there is much to
do during the week. Joy is diligently working on making sure all accounting processes continue to run smoothly.
Joyce, as Accounting Manager, will oversee the day to day operations of billing and inventory, as well as full
ownership of payables. All billing will now run through Mark Hemphill. Salespeople will get regular updates about
past-due accounts, and will follow-up with customers. Jeanna will be upstairs in the Accounting Office on Tuesday
and Thursday mornings, where she will be processing all inventory transactions, filing AP and AR paperwork,
maintaining Concur accounts, and handling other accounting duties.
If you have any questions about our Accounting processes, please let Joy or Joyce know. They are always interested
in refining our processes, and are willing to work together with all departments to ensure our success as a
company!
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A Recent Visitor

Our former HR assistant, Crystal Whitney, made a surprise visit last Friday. As part of her new HR job, she
was in Virginia to visit some of the Rite-Aid stores. While here in Alexandria, she was able to stop in and
re-connect with many of our office employees. It was great seeing Crystal again and we wish her much
success with her new job!

Customer Comments…
Recently, when a customer ticket was being re-scheduled due to a part that had to be ordered, the
customer asked if Aaron would be the one coming back. The customer said Aaron went above and
beyond to help him, and said that we have a great guy working for us. Kudos to Aaron!

Brenda received a hand-written note from a customer recently, stating:

Brenda, Surely enjoy talking to you. You are very pleasant. Thanks!
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Thank Heaven our Email has moved to the Cloud!
After much preparation from the IT Department, Water Management has finally made the transition from an inhouse hosted “Exchange Email Server” to the “Cloud”! The first step was a long and involved process where we had
to migrate (move) all the company’s employee’s email, contacts, calendars, notes, etc.., which turned out to be a
total of several hundred gigabytes of data, that took over a month to transfer. Once it was on the Cloud, we then
had to re-configure each employee’s computer’s Outlook & phone email.
Many have asked why we decided to move to the “Cloud”. What are the advantages of moving to the Cloud? While
there are many, the following are just a few of the benefits we will see by moving to the Cloud.
Improved Uptime: We will no longer have email service interruptions caused by the following reasons: when
maintenance is being performed on the in-house servers, server failure, or power outages in the Alexandria office.
Less Storage Requirements: We will no longer have to store email on our in-house servers or back it up, which will
free up a lot of server storage space, eliminate the need for disaster recovery for email, as well as free up other
resources.
Cost-Effectiveness: We are able to eliminate one entire server, which previously had to be updated and maintained
on a regular basis. When you operate an in-house email server, not only do you have to pay for the server, OS, user
licenses, and email platform, you also have to pay for the rack, electricity, cooling, and staff to support it. The cost
of managing your own email server can be much higher than the per-user costs incurred when using a Cloud service
provider.
Better Security: Large email providers like the one we are now using, have a far more robust and sophisticated
security posture than most companies can afford in a private data center. They're able to employ the most modern
tools to keep your data safe.
A big thanks to Dave Taylor and Invario for successfully moving us all to the “Cloud”!
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Where in the World has Water Management Been?
Hospitality
Ritz Carlton, Laguna Niguel, CA: James P. & Danny
Hotel Del Coronado, Coronado, CA: Bill, Chris A., James P., & Danny
Hyatt House, Emeryville, CA: Buster
Residence Inn, Waldorf, MD: Jeff, Butch & Reggie

ICI
George Washington University: Charlie, Brian & Eddie

Prisons
FCM Carswell, TX: Nery, Douglas, Eddie, & Giovany

Multi-Family
Cedar Ridge: Brian, Mark & Johnathan
Fleetwood Village: Reggie, Jeff & Butch
Forest Apts: Brian, Mark, James B., & Johnathan
Heritage Park: Eddie, Reggie & Giovany, & Dennis
Landmark Towers: Reggie, Jeff & Butch
Lorring Park: Nery, Dennis, James B., Giovany, Danny, & Johnathan
Metering work for various MF projects: Spencer
Oakton Park: Jeff, Butch & Reggie
Mid-town Bethesda: Mark, Brian, Dennis, & Johnathan
Washington View: Reggie, Dennis, James B., & Jeff
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Life Lessons by Byron Wien
Byron Wien is Vice Chairman in the BlackStone Multi-Asset Investment group where he acts as a senior
adviser to both the Firm and its clients in analyzing economic, social and political trends to assess the direction
of financial markets and thus help guide investment and strategic decisions.

I was scheduled to speak about the world outlook at an investment conference a few years ago and shortly
before my time slot the conference organizer said the audience was more interested in what I had learned over the
course of my career than what I had to say about the market. I jotted a few notes down and later expanded and
edited what I said that day. I have since been encouraged to share my thoughts with a broader audience.
Here are some of the lessons I have learned in my first 80 years. I hope to continue to practice them in the next 80.
1. Concentrate on finding a big idea that will make an impact on the people you want to influence. The Ten
Surprises, which I started doing in 1986, has been a defining product. People all over the world are aware of it and
identify me with it. What they seem to like about it is that I put myself at risk by going on record with these events
which I believe are probable and hold myself accountable at year end. If you want to be successful and live a long,
stimulating life, keep yourself at risk intellectually all the time.
2. Network intensely. Luck plays a big role in life, and there is no better way to increase your luck than by knowing
as many people as possible. Nurture your network by sending articles, books and emails to people to show you're
thinking about them. Organize discussion groups to bring your thoughtful friends together.
3. When you meet someone new, treat that person as a friend. Assume he or she is a winner and will become a
positive force in your life. Most people wait for others to prove their value. Give them the benefit of the doubt from
the start. Occasionally you will be disappointed, but your network will broaden rapidly if you follow this path.
4. Read all the time. Don't just do it because you're curious about something, read actively. Have a point of view
before you start a book or article and see if what you think is confirmed or refuted by the author. lf you do that,
you will read faster and comprehend more.
5. Get enough sleep. Seven hours will do until you're sixty…
6. Evolve. Try to think of your life in phases so you can avoid a burn-out. Do the numbers crunching in the early
phase of your career. Try developing concepts later on. Stay at risk throughout the process.
7. Travel extensively. Try to get everywhere before you wear out. Attempt to meet local interesting people where
you travel and keep in contact with them throughout your life. See them when you return to a place.
8. When meeting someone new, try to find out what formative experience occurred in their lives before they
were seventeen. It is my belief that some important event in everyone's youth has an influence on everything that
occurs afterwards.
9. On philanthropy my approach is to try to relieve pain rather than spread joy. Music, theatre and art museums
have many affluent supporters, give the best parties and can add to your social luster in a community. They don't
need you. Social service, hospitals and educational institutions can make the world a better place and help the
disadvantaged make their way toward the American dream.
10. Younger people are naturally insecure and tend to overplay their accomplishments. Most people don't
become comfortable with who they are until they're in their 40's. By that time they can underplay their
achievements and become a nicer, more likeable person. Try to get to that point as soon as you can.
11. Take the time to give those who work for you a pat on the back when they do good work. Most people are
so focused on the next challenge that they fail to thank the people who support them. It is important to do this. It
motivates and inspires people and encourages them to perform at a higher level.
12. When someone extends a kindness to you, write them a handwritten note, not an e-mail. Handwritten notes
make an impact and are not quickly forgotten.
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Life Lessons – continued…
13. At the beginning of every year think of ways you can do your job better than you have ever done it before.
Write them down and look at what you have set out for yourself when the year is over.
14. The hard way is always the right way. Never take shortcuts, except when driving home from the beach.
Shortcuts can be construed as sloppiness, a career killer.
15. Don't try to be better than your competitors, try to be different. There is always going to be someone
smarter than you, but there may not be someone who is more imaginative.
16. When seeking a career as you come out of school or making a job change, always take the job that looks like
it will be the most enjoyable. If it pays the most, you're lucky. lf it doesn't, take it anyway. I took a severe pay cut
to take each of the two best jobs I've ever had, and they both turned out to be exceptionally rewarding financially.
17. There is a perfect job out there for everyone. Most people never find it. Keep looking. My goal in life is to be
a happy person, and the right job is essential to that.
18. When your children are grown or if you have no children, always find someone younger to mentor. It is very
satisfying to help someone steer through life's obstacles, and you'll be surprised at how much you will learn in the
process.
19. Every year try doing something you have never done before that is totally out of your comfort zone. It could
be running a marathon, attending a conference that interests you on an off-beat subject that will be populated by
people very different from your usual circle of associates, or traveling to an obscure destination alone. This will add
to the essential process of self-discovery.
20. Never retire. lf you work forever, you can live forever. I know there is an abundance of biological evidence
against this theory, but I’m going with it anyway. 

Milestones
October Birthdays
Dennis Porter
Water Management October 23
_____________________

Happy Birthday!

October Anniversaries
Mark Harewood – 24 years
Russ & Tom – 36 years
Bruce Jacobeen – 11 years
Tari Maurer – 23 years
____________________

Congratulations!

